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Foreword

='ITS

THE AMERICAN BATTLE l'vIOXt:~!E:\"TS CO~n!ISSION was created

by Congress in 1923 for the purpose of commemorating the serv-

ices of American forces in Europe durir:g the \Yorld \Yar. In

the accomplishment of this mission, the Commission has erected

suitable memorials in Europe and imprond and beautified the
eight American cemeteries there. It has also published a book

entitled "American Armies and Battlefields in Europe" wilich
gives a concise account of the vital part played by American

forces in the \V orld War and detailed inforr.1a tion regarding the

memorials and cemeteries.

In order that the actions of American troops might be accu-

rately set forth, detailed studies ,yere rr,ade of the operations

of each division which had front-line battle service. In certain

cases studies of sector service were also prepared. It is felt that

the results of this research should now be rr,ade available to the
public. Therefore, these studies are beir:g published in a series

of twenty-eight booklets, each booklet de"oted to the operations

of one division.

In these booklets only the actin sen'ice of the divisions is

treated in detail. The accounts, r,owe'"er, are comprehensi,'e
enough to be of general interest a:1d establish a great body of

fact concerning the operations. For the rr:ilitary student, they
provide an excellent background for tactical studies and present

an extensive list of sources upon which ft,rther study can be
based.
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IN READINGthe booklets of this serie:;, it should be bOr:J.e in mind
that they are based on historical studies which were Fepared by
the American Battle }Yfonuments Commission prir:J.c.::l:.- for tl:e
purpose of determining the front line of each Americ.;.n division
for each day of its active operations. Consequent;:.-. they were
essentially front-line infantry studies. The opera tic::s of ot::er
arms, movements of reserves and other phases of the 0Ferations
were covered only in sufficient detail to afford <.. complete
understanding of the infantry action.

The preparation of these studies was begun soc:: dter the
Commission was created, and e\-ery precaution \'";<..5taken to
insure that the research would be conducted with :::e utn:ost
accuracy and thoroughness. A number of officers from the
Regular Army as well as from the ?\Iarine Corps v;ce selected
and detailed to the Commission from time to time::) carry on
the work. All records of the \V ar Department per:ai::i::g to the
subject were exhaustively examined, as were t:-.e Frenc!:,
British and German documents which had been colle::e:i by the
Army \Var College. From these sources, the daily fr:~: lines or
each division were determined and plotted on large-s.:a;e ma?s,
and brief accounts of the operations were preparec. Tie m.;.ps
and accounts of operations were then referred to c::::ers of the
divisions concerned for comment and additional i:-~xmation.
They were normally sent to officers of all ranks dC-:VIlto c.nd
including company commanders. In cases of c:ubtful or
controversial points, the reference \\"as carried fc;~:.:er. The
replies received were carefully studied, evaluated c.:.d used to
correct and amplify the original studies. In t:js way, the
Commission was able to secure and preserve vaL:able data
which otherwise would have been lost. '

In these booklets, it has not been the purpose to go far
beyond the scope of the original studies. Howe\-e" casua;ty
and strength tables have been added and enough other material
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has been included to present connected histories of the divisions
from their organization until the conclusion of their service in
Europe, and to portray their actions in proper relationship to
the operations of the corps and armies with which they served.

In order to indicate to the reader the areas in which the
divisions served, a general map of France and Belgium has been
included in each booklet. This map shows the principal cities
and the battle lines of July 17 and I\ovc:mber 11. In addition,
it shows, by special symbol, certain localities of particular
interest to the division concerned.

All dates are 1918 unless otherwise indicated and are inclusive;
for example, October 9-1 I includes the three days, October 9, 1:>
and 11. Dates in the headings of chapters dealing with opera-
tions, and in the titles of accompanying maps, are in general the
dates between which one or more infantry regiments of the
division have been awarded battle honors by the \Yar Depart-
ment. In certain cases infantry regiments, as well as other
elements of the division, have been awarded battle honors for
dates other than those indicated. The dates on the battle lines
of the maps include the period during which the division held
command. The lines are as of midnight unless otherwise
indicated; for example, October 9 indicates the line held at

midnight, October 9.
The operation maps are reproductions of maps commonly

used by American forces during the World \Yar. In a great
number of cases it was necessary to use parts of two or more
sheets of the wartime maps to make one operation map, which
accounts for the different treatments of topographical detail
often found on the same operation map. Names which appear
on the maps in the abbreviated form are spelled in full in the
text. A table of abbreviations with the French equivale:lt and
English translation appears in the front of each booklet. 1\ ame~
of certain topographical features which are well known, a:ld art
frequently referred to, appear in the text in the Anglicized form;
for example, Argonne Forest rather than Foret d'Argonne,
1Iarne River rather than 11arne Ri\'iere.

The casualty figures are based on the official casualty records
of The Adjutant General. Tables of casualti~ have been pre-
pared, however, only for the periods of active operations. The
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histories of the divisions
usion of their service in
fl proper relationship to
with which they served.
the areas in which the
:e and Belgium has been
lOWSthe principal cities
c:mber II. In addition,
localities of particular

purpose is to show the casualties which occurred under the
division command during specific actions. Therefore, casualties
of elements which were detached during the actions are not
included, while casualties of elements of other divisions which
were attached have been included. It will be noted that, in the
majority of cases, the dates in the casualty tables cover longer
periods than those in the chapter headings or on the maps.
This was found necessary in order to include all casualties inci-
dent to entering or leaving the line.
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